
uous redesign of the ongoing work practice, are central to the evolving new
forms of work organization.

"Because sociotechnical settings encourage member learningand devel
opment, the number and range of rules, procedures, and authority relations
governing behaviour are smaller than in conventional settings. The resulting
uncertaintycan create tension and anxiety, but it is this very tension that pro
vides the space and the sanction for creative and innovative behaviour."3

We live in the midst of a pervasive transition from rigid massproduction
to flexible and customized production, from hierarchical organizations to
teams and network-like organizational patterns. Teams and networks call for
a multiskilled collaborativeworkforce instead of narrowspecialization.

"The new requirement for the typical worker, then, is three majorsteps
beyond yesterday's 'pair of hands': She or he should (a) be multiskilled; (b)
choose and masteran area of special competence; and (c) transmit that spe
cial knowledge to others, within and beyond the work team's borders."4

All this implies that instructional contents must be seen as flexible and
changing toolkits for mastering a comprehensive practice rather than as fixed
bodies of compartmentalized knowledge to be memorized. The selection of
the intellectual tools to be taught should be based on careful analyses of
change in the work practice.

In manycases, the instructional process itselfcan contain such ananaly
sis of the changing work practice. Instead of merely telling the students what
they should learn, it is often much more productive to let the students visit
workplaces, interview practitioners, collect historical documents, read litera
ture, and synthesize their findings with the help of models of thework activity.
Such inquiry provides a rich basis for motivation, orientation and practical
application tasks in the learning cycle.

The need to analyse the changing work practice as an integral part of
instruction calls for an extension of thebasic model of investigative learning
presented earlier in diagram 8. In diagram 19, the investigative learning cycle
is connected to work practice.

Notice that investigative learning is not subordinated to the work
practice in a one-way fashion. The connection is more complex than that.
First of all, investigative learning analyses and criticizes the work practice
in an historical perspective - learners identify problems and contradictions
in the work practice (the context of criticism). Secondly, investigative
learning discovers and appropriates intellectual tools and models - orienta
tion bases - for mastering and developing the work practice (the context of
discovery). Thirdly, investigative learning applies and practises the newly
formulated intellectual tools in actual tasks of the work practice (the con
text of application).
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Which is more important, content or form?

The objectives for acertain course on creativity werespecified in the fol
lowing way:

o Consciousness of the importance of creative activity both at work andin
private life;

o self-confidence to use one's creative ability;

o sensitivity to problems and possibilities in one's surroundings, an atti
tude of "constructive discontent" towards one's environment;

o courage to accept anddevelopideas with anopen mind;

o skill to produce new and good ideas, to fulfil them while heeding the
actual limits set by practice.

This example starts with the idea that creativity can be trained and
developed independently of the contents and contexts in which it shall be
applied. The same course, then, could suit members of any occupation or
organization. Creativity is seen as a formal characteristic in which specific
practices and associated specific knowledge are of little importance.

"The prerequisite for productive creativity is asensitive and broad abil
ity to perceive things from several viewpoints and acourageous, independent
and self-confident attitude. Yet this is not enough: one also needs the skill to
throw oneself into the worldof imagination and playaswellasa strong, inno
vative will."

This ishow it isstated by those who market thecourse. Theysay nothing
of a possible need for meaningful knowledge and mastery ofone's work, the
thing onehopes to influence through this creative attitude.

But could Albert Einstein, forexample- undeniably a creative person -
have succeeded indeveloping the theory of relativity just byobserving things
sensitively, broadly, and from several points ofview? Were courage, originality
and a self-confident attitude, imagination and an innovative will, enough for
Einstein? He certainly did have these characteristics. But his achievements
were founded onyears of solid, systematic work to acquire adeep substantive
mastery ofphysics. Without that, he would not have become acreative scientist.

It may even bestated that noonebecomes areally creative leader, plan
ner oremployee unless one has agood substantive mastery ofone's own field
of work. Ideas and imagination require nourishment. They do not develop
apart from meaningful and usefulcontents.

The example of a course on creativity isnot unique. Comparable traits
are found abundantly in programmes of courses on critical thinking, interac
tion, communication and different leadership skills. Form is emphasized to
the detriment of content.5
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Peculiar to this way of thinking is to hold methods and atmosphere as
the decisive criteria of a course. To learn to be creative, you have to be
inspired and in a liberated mood; to learn interactive skills, you need to be
trained in sensitivity and insight. But this line of thought disregards concepts
and substantive ideas as tools of thought and action.

Where has such an emphasis come from ? Why has it gained so much
popularity?

The spreading of this way of thinking is at least partlyan expression of
discontent with both the traditional way of grinding facts into memory and
the more recent demand to train fixed, isolated performances. It has been
quite accurately felt that by mechanically pressing isolated facts into the stu
dent's head, one inhibits creative thought and independent andcritical devel
opment. But from this, it has beentoo lightly inferred thatknowledge isgen
erally a hindrance to the development of humanpersonality.

Thus the overemphasis on form islargely due to not being able to distin
guish between qualitatively different types of knowledge. All knowledge is
looked uponin the same way as memorabilia or heavy "book learning". This
stems from a misconceived andunfruitful opposition between form andcontent.

In the absence of content, instruction loses the significance it hashad
for ages as the transmission of evolved knowledge and skills, of culture and
civilization, from one generation to the next. When form and formal charac
teristics, divorced from content, become pre-eminent in instruction, we drift
into asituation in which weno longer strive to teach something new to stu
dents, but to entertain them.

However, it isnot the amount of knowledge which is important, but its
content and quality. A kind of knowledge is needed which is the basisand tool
of critical thought and creative activity, not theirobstruction.

What kind of knowledge fulfils these requirements?

Empirical knowledge and theoretical knowledge

There isa typeof knowledge that differs markedly from fixed, dished-out
facts and schematic performances, as well as from mere formal abilities. Fol
lowing V. V. Davydov, it maybe called theoretical knowledge. It can also be
characterized as theoretical concepts, oras atheoretical relationship to reality.6

These terms immediately rouse opposition inmany minds. Isn't theory dry,
irrelevant tolife and difficult tolearn ?How can itnow serve creative thought?

This way of thinking can mostcertainly be traced back to bad experiences
of learning "theory" in courses and educational institutions. Often courses in
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factdo include a segment for theory, served as a set of fixed definitions and dis
connected from practical applications and skills taught afterwards. Such con
tents should not be called theoretical - scholastic is a better term for them.

Indeed, theory is commonly spoiled or taught poorly. An essential fea
ture of genuine theory is that it helps to master practical things and activities.
If this is not established in instruction, theory is being done an injustice. If it
cannot be established, the theory being taught is probably spurious,unfounded
wordmongering.

But what is ultimately meant by genuine theoretical knowledge?
Karmiloff-Smith and Inhelder provide a nice illustration of what is at stake.

The researchers presented children with a relatively difficult block bal
ancing task. The children typically sought immediate solution; they were
happywhenthe blocks balanced andunhappy whenthey did not balance. The
researchers called this approach the "action response" or "success orienta
tion"; one could also call it the empirical approach. However, a different
approach emerged in the midst of the dominant one.

"Frequently, even whenchildren weresuccessful in balancing anitemon
one dimension (...), they went on exploring the other dimensions of each
block. It was as if their attention were momentarily diverted from their goal
of balancing to whathadstarted asa subgoal, i.e., the search for means. One
could see the children oscillating between seeking the goal and seeking to
"question" the block."

The authorscall the latter "theory response".Within that approach, the
child does not measure his or her success with the immediate outcome (bal
anced or not balanced), but rather withverification or falsification of his or
hertheory. If thechild's theory predicts that the block will not balance, he or
shewill rejoice when it indeed doesn't. "At thispoint wewitness experimenta
tion for the experimentation's sake; for attending to the means implies seek
ing knowledge ofthe approximate range ofpossible actions on an object."7

This experiment demonstrates that theory should not be regarded as
something immutable and fixed. Theoretical knowledge has the character of
continuous questioning and self-revision. The crucial difference is that empir
ical knowledge asks "what?" and "how?", while theoretical knowledge asks
"why?". Empirical knowledge is satisfied with getting a correct answer or suc
cessfulsolution.Theoretical knowledge asks why the answerwascorrect, why
the solution was successful. In that sense, theoretical knowledge is insatiable.
It implies risk taking and uncertainty. It incessantly endeavours to step into
unknown territory.

Empirical knowledge takes the form of specific endsolutions, answers and
definitions. Theoretical knowledge manifests itselfin general means for reaching
and formulating variable specific end solutions, answers and definitions. The
coreof theoretical knowledgeis to be found in such powerful intellectual proce-
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dures as historical analysis, experimentation, detection of contradictions, and
modelling. However, these are not formal and abstractproceduresvoid of con
tents.They canbe masteredand creatively appliedonly in unity with substantive
contents of some specific field of research or practice. In this sense, theoretical
knowledge transcends the dichotomy and opposition between form and content.

When one knows the names, external appearance and functions of the
most commonlyused parts of a motor,thisisempirical knowledge. Knowledge is
theoretical when one understands the functional principles of the motor. Theo
retical knowledge isnot necessarily verbal. It canbe represented in various ways.
Often practical physical actions are better indicators of theoretical knowledge
thanwords. We tend to hide our lacking understanding behindempty words.

On the other hand, practical actions alone areoften insufficient for grasp
ing and representing theoretical ideas. For thousands of years people have
known how to boilwaterand prepare food, but onlya fewcanexplain the laws
of molecular physics which are active in the boiling process. More and more
benefits, however, are being derived from a mastery of such laws. They permit
us to explain manyphenomena which are surprising andinconceivable through
common sense and experience.To represent and utilize practically such laws
and principles, words, diagrams, and mathematical symbols are oftennecessary.

Between theoretical and empirical knowledge, there is no absolute and
everlasting distinction. Our experiences and observations are modified and
filtered by the historically evolving concepts and models imposed upon and
offered to us by culture. What was new, challenging theoretical knowledge a
few hundreds of years ago may now be regarded as everyday empirical
knowledge. Contrary to our ancestors, we now "see" the sun as a centre
around which our earth rotates. On the other hand, empirical experience
often gives rise to new problems and questions which oblige us to develop
new theoretical hypotheses and ideas.

How should cum'cular contents be organized?

A very common problem in work-related adult education is the frag
mentation of training into countlessseparatesessions and courses, difficult to
see as an interconnected meaningful whole. Acting like a fire-brigade, we
organize a training session every time an important sounding theme or prob
lem arises.

Over time, this situation is unsatisfactory for both trainees and trainers.
Trainees cannot systematically develop themselves and their professional
skills. Trainers become organizers whodo not have time to reflect upon any
issue properly.
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This is not a new problem. For a long time educational institutions have
been saying that there is too much isolated information to be taught. Knowl
edge should be organized and grouped in some meaningful and justifiable way.

To solve this problem, educators have divided knowledge into subjects
of study, more or less according to the division and ordering of scientific disci
plines. Clearly defined subjects are seen as a way to ensure systematic, logi
cally continuous formation of concepts. On the other hand, the division of
learning into subjects or disciplines has been criticized time and again for the
fragmentation it entails. It is pointed out that the solution of complex prob
lems both in natural sciences and in social reality requires increasingly cross-
disciplinary or multidisciplinary approaches. Boundaries between scientific
disciplines are melting away and new hybrid branches of scientific research
emerge at a rapid pace. Integrated topics or projectsare seen as the alterna
tive to traditional subjects and disciplines.

Both viewpoints have their merits and weaknesses. In work-related
training of adults, courses are often brief and a discipline-based curriculum
is out of question. The danger of focusing narrowly on immediately mar
ketable discrete skills is imminent. In these cases, the relevant disciplines
may be regarded as healthy sources for constructing systematic conceptual
structures and for overcoming superficial teaching in the name of short
sighted "practicality".

In traditional school instruction, the dominant unit of instruction is the
lesson. It is a standardized format, typically 45 to 60 minutes in duration.
Instruction is planned for one lesson at a time. Students learnto proceed in
small, isolated chunks of subject matter. For each lesson, a certain limited
amount of textbook contents and homework must be accomplished.

From the viewpoint of the internal factors of instruction, the isolated
lesson is not an appropriate unit of planning andexecution. It is too short and
rigidly bounded for thecomplex process of investigative learning. The unit of
instructional planning must fulfil four requirements.

First, it must be a relatively independent and complete substantive
theme. It can be called a thematic unit.8

Secondly, the kernel of this thematic unit must be some important new
theoretical insight or instructionally worthy concept.

Thirdly, the contents of the thematic unit must be organized in such a
waythat theoretical insight canbe linked to practical application.

Fourthly, the duration and scope of the thematic unit must be sufficient
to allow for the realization of a complete cycle of investigative learning.Typi
cally a thematic unit covers several successive lessons or other forms of
instruction and learning.
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It is for each thematic unit that one draws up an orientation basis.Draw
ing support from the orientation basis, one designs the thematic unit so that
students proceed through it stepwise, from motivation and orientation right
through to internalization, externalization and critique, and control.

Although each thematic unit is relatively independent, coming one after
the other, they must be interconnected and form a broader whole. The theoret
ical insights containedin the different thematicunits form the "plot", the "red
thread' of the subject matter. The thematic unit and the insight at its core are
like one ring in a chain. The demand for integral learning also holds true for
the whole chain. Each thematic unit in it has its own role to play. One might
primarily motivate and orientate students within an entire course; another
might be predominantly geared to externalization and practical application.

'Reich, 1992, pp. 178-179.
2See Hirschhorn, 1984; Zuboff, 1988.
31' Hirschhorn, 1984, p. 128.
4Peters, 1992, p.444; seealso Cole, 1989; Senge, 1990.
1For acritique of such formalism and an alternative view, see McPeck (1990). For a

thoughtful assessment of programmes aimed at teaching thinking, seeResnick (1987a).
6See Davydov (1990).
7See Karmiloff-Smith &Inhelder, 1975, p. 201 and pp. 207-208.
*The term thematic unit isused here toemphasize the importance ofmeaningful the

matic contents in thedesign of such units of instruction. The more commonly used term would
be curriculum unit.
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METHODS OF INSTRUCTION 6
Classification of teaching methods

What instructional methods are being used in the following example?

Lecturer M. M. introduces a new proposal for legislation on workplace
safety and health. He explains the background of the proposaland then goes
through it point by point. At the end of his presentation, course participants
pose questions and a lively discussion ensues. Then groups of five are formed
to consider the effects of the new proposalon the activitiesof regional factory
inspectorates. At the end of the day, representatives of each group present the
results of their reflection.

We might answer that in this example, four methods of instruction are
used: lecture, discussion, group work, and student presentation.

This is a correct answer, but also very inadequate. It is limited to the
external aspect of instructional methods. By the external aspect, we mean
observable interaction associated with instruction. Attention is focused on
who is presenting information andon how participants are grouped.

The externalaspect of the teaching method is immediately observable
when you step into an instructional situation. You see right away what is tak
ing place: a lecture, a discussion, group or individual work. However, what
you do not see is the most essential aspect of instruction: the kind of mental
work being accomplished at any given moment. This is called the internal
aspect ofinstructionalmethods.

The same external form of teaching may servecompletelydifferent inter
nalpurposes, or aimat different stepsin the cycle of investigative learning.

M. M.'s lecture may be conveyingnew knowledge. But it may alsocon
tain elements of motivation andorientation towards a new subject. Or it may
concentrate entirely on restructuring and systematizing subject matter
already learnt.

The internal aspect of instructional methods, the instructional function
of each moment, cannot be discerned except by following and analysing the
longer instructional process. The internal characteristics of an instructional
procedure are only explained when one sees the place and importance of a
given phase within the complete instructional treatment of the subject matter,
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when one sees why a particular procedure had to be just so at a given stage
and the whole processto which it is linked.

The external and internal aspects of a method can be distinguished for
every instructional situation. The external aspect is seen in the instructional
format (who iscommunicating or working) and in the social mode(how par
ticipants are grouped). The internal aspect refers to the instructional function
of each phase of teaching (the kind of mental activity and the step of the
learning process which the instructor hopes to achieve). The relations of these
concepts are schematized in diagram 20.

The choice of teaching methods is ill-founded if the instructor is only
aware of the external aspects. In sucha case, the instructor is usually attempt
ing to guarantee variation and external student activeness, driven by the idea
that teaching must notbe too teacher-centred and monotonous. This typically
means that while lectures remain the core of instruction, discussion, group
work and exercises arearranged arouncj them asif in orderto alleviate and
compensate for theoverloading and passivizing effects of lectures.

However, mere variation andstudent activeness do not guarantee good
learning. The instructional formats and social modes are only the outer frame
work for the learning process. Variation and activeness are necessary, of
course, but alone they are inadequate preconditions for good learning.

One-sided emphasis on the external aspects of teaching methods easily
leads to misconceivedconclusions. A person might prefer one certain format
or mode, group work for instance, and therefore brand another form, for
example the lecture, as bad and unfavourable because it "renders students
passive". Such rigid ideas lead tomechanical instruction. The instructor for
gets that the value ofthe format and mode depends upon the function associ
ated with that particular phase of instruction. There isnogeneral distinction
between "good" and "bad" teaching formats and modes. To say that lectures
"render students passive" indicates that one has not understood the decisive
importance of the students' mental, internal activity in learning. A lecture is
seen to make the listener passive because he or she displays little external
activeness. However, a well-planned lecture maystirup varied and intensive
mental activityon the part of the listener.

Instructional formats

Instructional formatscan be divided into three main groups: presentations,
independent assignments, and cooperative instruction. Ina presentation, com
munication goes oneway, from the person making the presentation tothose who
receive it. Independent assignments are carried outbystudents with noimmedi-
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Diagram 20: The external and Internal aspects of instructional methods

Methods of instruction

External aspect

Observable forms of teaching and
interaction: who is communicating
or working and how ?

Instructional formats

- who is communicating
or working ?

Social modes

- how are students
grouped?

Aimed at guaranteeing variation
and external student activeness

Internal aspect

Guidance of the students' mental work:
what kind of learning is being
accomplished?

InsUvctional functions

- what step in the cycle of
investigative learning is
attempted ?

Aimed at proceeding through
the cycle of investigative
learning by means of
complete instructional
treatment

ate interaction with orhelp from theinstructor. In cooperative instruction, stu
dents and the instructor work together. Communication goes two ways.1

Amongst the presentation formatsare:

o lectures;

o student presentations (in which astudentreports on theoutcomes of an
assignment, for example);

o demonstrations (such as performing a chemical experiment in front of
the students);

o audio-visual presentations (films, tapes, TV programmes etc.).

The presentation format isoften suitable for the purpose of introducing
new areas of knowledge, as well as for relating and systematizing what has
been taught. It is common, however, that instructors rely one-sidedly on pre
sentation formats due to the force of habit or overly optimistic confidence in
thepower of straightforward transmission of knowledge.
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Independent assignment formats include:

o tests or exams;

o independent exercises or application tasks (without help from the
instructor);

o assigned reading or viewing tasks;

o programmed instruction or instruction through the use of other "self-
guiding" learning materials (including many forms of computer-aided
instruction);

o complex independent tasks, such as research projects and projects of
practical or artisticproduction.

Independent assignments are presented to students in the form of tasks.
Student tasks areoften particularly wellsuited formotivatingstudents to tackle
new subject matter, aswellas for practising, applying, controlling andevaluat
ing what has been taught. Instruction through student tasks is decisively
important for developing independent activity on the part of the learners. Nev
ertheless, student tasks are commonly used inconsiderately, as a mere change
from the prevailing presentation type of teaching. In thiscase they risk to be
rather ambiguous and have no accurate directions orclear instructional aim.

Lecturer M. M. has spoken for an hour on newly proposed laws on
workplace safetyand health. He notices that the participants are tired and
decides to lighten up the atmosphere by means of group work. He gives them
the task to "consider the effects of the proposed legislation on the activities of
regional factory inspectorates".

One of the participants askshow the results of the group work will be
reported and evaluated. M. M. says that areporter should bechosen ineach
group to write down the ideas kindled during the discussion and to orally
summarize them afterwards. He givesno criteria regarding evaluation.

M. M.'s approach won'tdo. In order to make teaching through student
tasks constructive, the instructor must carefully think over the reasons for
using tasks and thekinds of mental and practical work they require.

Teaching is the direction and guidance of the learners' activity. Activity
manifests itself in the performance and completion of tasks. In order to be
constructive, learning must be built around a series of tasks which aremean
ingful to the learners.

To create meaningful student tasks, we need to reconsider what we
mean by atask. Newman, Griffin and Cole point out that in school instruction
tasksarecommonly givenin sucha form that theirgoals arepredefined by the
teacher. Such tasks are not "whole tasks" because they preclude goal forma
tion on the part of the student.
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"In everyday situations people are not always presented with clearly
stated goals. They often have to figure out what the problem is, what the con
straints are, as well as how to solve the problem once they have formulated
it. In other words, in everyday situations people are confronted with the
♦whole' task."2

If only partial tasks, with predetermined goals,are given to students, the
students will reinterpret them in any case.Thus, the meaning of the task is dif
ferent for the students and for the teacher. The teacher does not know how

the students interpret the task.

In instructional settings, the whole task, including joint goal formation,
can be accomplished through negotiation between the teacher and the stu
dents. Therefore the actual performance or solution of the task should be pre
ceded by a phase of cooperative negotiation and formulation of the task.

For the construction of meaningful whole tasks, the decisive precondi
tion is the inclusion ofcontextin the task. In work-related adult training, this
means above all that tasks should be found in real work settings, genuine
communities of practice. Many tasks can actually be performed and solved in
such real life settings. Many others must be simulated, reconstructed in class
rooms or special workshops. The crucial criterion is that students are able to
construct the task as part of a work activity,not being forced to tackle the task
as an isolated exercise.

Such contextually embedded tasks are demanding to identify and
design. A wise instructorcreatesa student task bank where task descriptions,
their instructions, criteria for evaluation, and samplesof solutions are stored
for continuous use and improvement.

The possibilities for usingstudent tasks are not limited to practising and
applying new knowledge. They can be used to induceall the stepsof the cycle
of investigative learning. The purpose of student tasks in connection with
motivation is to tune into a cognitive conflict, to show up the insufficiency of
students' former knowledge and skills. During orientation they are aimed at
the formation of an orientation basis.

The actual assignments, or instructions for performance, arevery impor
tant in the use of learner tasks. The nature of the task must be made clear to
the students. Often the most sensible thing is to formulate written instructions
in order to avoid ambiguity and errorsof interpretation. Instructionsshould
show what tools might be used. In tasks which serve the acquisition of new
knowledge, practiceor application,it is particularly important to indicate how
the orientation basis is to be used as an aid: may students have it in front of
them, or should they have internalized it and resort to the mental model?
Similarly clear should be the form of collaboration and interaction required
between students in the different phases of the task.
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A series of student tasks should include different types of problems for
which the solutions are to be based on the sameprinciple. This is important in
order to assure the applicability and flexibility of the orientation basis to be
acquired.

The difficulty of a student task depends to a great extent on three factors:

o A task is easier when the orientation basis is materially at hand as an
external help. The task usually becomes more difficult when it must be
solved with the help of an internalized model.

o A task is easier to accomplish when its contents are familiar. It becomes
more difficult when the same principle is applied to something
unknown.

o Generally, tasks serving the transmission and systematization of new
information are easier than tasks designed for problem solving. Usually
the most difficult tasks are those which require constructive, creative
application of what has been learnt in the generation of novel analyses
or products.

The concept of "difficulty" is commonly associated with negative con
notations. It is thought that difficult tasks should be avoided if teaching is to
succeed. However, it has been shown that the most successful teachers use
notably more difficult tasks than others. They demand a lot of their students.
This means that they make their instruction challenging and interesting. They
also give more support and guidance to their students than their less success
ful colleagues. One of the main reasons for poor learning results is instruction
which is made too simple, instruction in which students are not given tasks
which require them to employ their faculties and develop their abilities.3

Difficulty is a completely different matter from instruction which
advances too quickly. Instruction can be made artificially difficult and painful
by giving too little time to accomplish a task. Similarly, difficulty involves
something different from unclarity or poor directions. Instruction can like
wise be made artificially difficult by constructing a faulty or superficial orien
tation basis, by givingstudents uncleardirections, or by hinderingcooperation
or debate between them. These artificial difficulties do not agree with teacher
ethics. High demands also require that the instructor respectsand carefully
guides the students.

Formats ofcooperative instruction may include the following:

o instructional questioning;

o instructional discussion (exchange or negotiation of opinions, ideas or
experiences);

o joint exercise or application (with the instructor along as a guide or a
participant);
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o brainstorming sessions and similar specific techniques for joint produc
tion of ideas;

o complex joint performances (for example, of artistic productions).

Cooperative instruction is often a suitable format for motivating and
orienting students to new subject matter, and for systematizing, controlling
and evaluating what has been learnt. Class discussion, for example, can be
used effectively to categorize subject matter and to focus attention on key
issues and eventually unclear or poorly defined areas of the contents. How
ever, class discussion is often held as an absolute value in itself and allowed to
get muddled and haphazard.

Joint exercises, joint application tasks and complex joint performances
are student tasks just like the student tasks within the format of independent
assignments. The difference is that in joint tasks the instructor is actively
involved as a mentor, facilitator or participant.

Social modes

By social modes, wemean the manner inwhich participants are grouped
and their interaction is organized.The most common socialmode is the tradi
tional frontal classroom teaching in which a whole group, typically 20to 40
students butoccasionally much more, work in thesame space under theguid
ance and immediate control of a teacher.

The opposite of frontal teaching is the individualwork students do on
their own apart from the learning group, in a separate room for instance.
Most homework is usually done in this way.

A third social mode iswork in small groups, usually comprised of any
where from three to eightstudents working on a commontask. A formal divi
sion of labor is not necessary, though a chairperson and reporter might be
named. The group works asawhole, often rather spontaneously.

A less common social mode is work in pairs It can have certain advan
tages oversmall group work,especially if the pairs aremade up of individuals
whose points of viewand tools of knowledge are different enough to produce
fruitful tension andsociocognitive conflict. Work in pairs generally requires
less timethan small group study. The timerequired to get accustomed to and
to feel one'swaywith the partner is lesser than in small groups. On the other
hand, there is lessvariety of viewpoints and intellectual resources available.

Sectional work isalso asocial mode. It refers to the division of a learning
group intotwoormorefairly large groups or"sections", typically consisting of
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ten or more students. Each section is given a rather large and complex task
requiring internal organization and division of labour. This socialmode is not
used very often, due to its demandingnature. But it may be particularly appro
priate for tasks which simulate real complex situations; it obliges participants
to projectthemselves into the problemsof cooperation and planning of work.

Social modes and instructional formats are two different and relatively
independent external dimensions of instructional methods. But they easily get
confused with one another. For example, it is often thought that a lecture is a
method of frontal classroom teaching for large groups. In other words, a lec
ture (a presentation format of instruction) is identified with frontal teaching
for whole groups (a socialmode). This needlessly limits innovative variation
and elasticity. A lecture, for instance, may also be suitable for a small group.
Often it is also used in individual mentoring; this is work in a pair in which the
instructor is the second party.

Instructional functions

The purpose of teachingis to achieve high quality learning. In chapter 2
of this book we explained what is meant by productive and investigative
learning. Such learning takes the form of a multi-step cycle. By what he or she
does, the instructor can deeply influence whether or not students manage to
proceed in their learning efforts through meaningfully interconnected steps
and thoroughly accomplish each one.4

In order to do this, the instructor must be aware of the function of each
phase of hisor her teaching from the pointof viewof the students' learning
process. The instructor must ask: "At thisstage, am I attempting to construct
an orientation basis with my students - or to systematize and consolidate
what I have already taught to them - or perhaps motivatethem to embarkon
an entirely new topic?"The instructor hasreason to worry if he or shecannot
explain the function of each phase.

Nine different instructional functions can be distinguished:

1. Preparing. This means priming students for a new thematic unit by
establishing its importance in practice and its connectionwith what has been
learnt earlier. This function also includes social and organizational prepara
tions, suchas introducing the participants and familiarizing the studentswith
the practical arrangements of the course.

2. Motivating. This means arousing the interest of students in the new
thematicunit by giving riseto a problem,by creating a cognitive conflict. This
happensby confrontingstudents with meaningful and important tasks from
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the practice, tasks in which their former concepts and ways of working are
shown to be mistaken or insufficient.

3. Orientating. This means formulating the cognitive objective of the
thematic unit, that is, constructing its orientation basis. It can be worked out
together with the students in search for solutions and explanatory models for
the motivational task and cognitive conflict. The core idea or general principle
of the thematic unit is sketched in the form of simplified models. The orienta
tion basis can also be developed and completed as instruction advances. In
other words, the orientation function may be repeated during various phases
of the thematic unit.

4. Conveying and elaborating new knowledge. This means "filling out"
and enriching the orientation basis with adaptations, specifics and variations.
New knowledge can be conveyed and elaborated by using different instruc
tional formats - not just presentations. At its best, the elaboration of new
knowledge isan active processof finding, discovering, structuringand interpret
ing new data with the help of the orientation basis as an explanatory model.

5. Systematizing. Here one returns to the essential points of the the
matic unit, recapitulating and highlightingthe most important junctures.One
aims at clearorganizationof what has been taught. Even after careful orienta
tion, new subject matter is often fuzzy like porridge for the students. For this
reason restful breaks are necessary during which students may check their
memory or present questions. In this way they are helped to separate the
essential from the unessential, to identify points which remained unclear to
them, and to recognize inner connections and relations between various items
in the subject matter. Again, this function can be achievedby means of many
different instructional formats and social modes.

6. Practising. This is the development of knowledge into skills, or the
transformation of subject matter into the student's preparedness for action.
The goal is to master specific performances and operations. Acquiring a
smooth skill typically requires numerous repetitions of the performance with
the helpof anexternal model and thenwithout it. Practice does not onlyper
tainto practical skills, it is also needed for learning to usenewconcepts andto
affirm mental skills. Often a course is too short to provide for extensive
amountsof practice. However, it is importantthat key skills areinitially prac
tised under critical supervision and in connection to the broader theoretical
and conceptual orientation basis from which they are derived. Practising a
skill often brings to light misconceptions and gaps in students' learning. Thus,
while this function mainly serves internalization, it is also important as a
means of externalizing, making observable, the mental models acquired by
the students.

7. Applying. This means solving novel tasks with the help of the new
orientation basis. Evaluative (analytical) application can be distinguished
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from constructive (synthetic) application. Evaluative application refers to the
appraisal and analysis of some object, phenomenon, or text with the help of
the newly acquired model or principle. Constructive application means the
production of something entirely new, for instance the creation of an organi
zational or technological solution. In practice, these two forms of application
are often closely connected. In a demanding project, the students must often
first analyse and define a problem (evaluative application), then produce a
solution to it (constructive application).

Often practising precedes applying in that the mastery of certain rudi
mentary operations is necessary before more creative applications can be
accomplished. On the other hand, applying may alsocome first, for example
when a novel solution is first invented and subsequently turned into practical
operationsby means of repeated trials.

8. Criticizing. This means that the students are invited to evaluate the
subject matter, the explanatory power and usefulnessof its orientation basis:
Does the knowledge they are studying provide tools for mastering the prac
tice ? What are its strengths and limitations ?

9. Evaluating andcontrolling. The instructor assesses students' learning
and students are led to assess and correct their own learning. Students are to
ask: What have I and my group understood ? What can I and my group do
thanks to what we learned - and what did we fail to learn? How did I and my
group study? What are the weakand strong points of ourwork? What learn
ing strategies did we use?

The instructor uses means of evaluation and control to develop a con
scious ability in students to monitor and evaluate their own performance.
By the same means, the instructor obtains information about the quality and
results of his or her teaching. The correction of lacunas and mistakes and
the rectifying and guidance of the learning process are directly connected to
control.

However, control techniques, suchas tests, areoften used unwisely. They
are used to awaken instrumental motivation in students and to rank them con
tinuously with abstract scales thathave little to do with deep understanding
and mastery of practice. Examinations and tests toooftenmeasure the number
of correct answers studentsproduce rather than how they understand subject
matter or their abilityto applycreatively what they have learned.

Particularly in work-related training of adults, a careful follow-up of
exercises and application tasks tells a lot moreabout a student's learning than
the results from a multiple choice test. In the assessment of learning results,
there are good reasons for using techniques of qualitative evaluation more
courageously. Such techniques might include students writing journals of their
understanding of the central ideas during the course, portfolios of products of
the students' work, application tasks in which studentsmust not only find solu-
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tions but also explain how they arrived at them. A qualitative evaluation can
be begun by giving the"correct answer" to the students and then asking them
to give arguments for and against the answer. Oftenvideotaping students' per
formance and analysing the tape together with the students reveals crucial
weaknesses and innovative solutions better than paper and pencil tests.5

Complete instructional treatment

The nine instructional functions characterized above are not a list that

the teacher should go through mechanically and in that order in every cur
riculum unit. On the other hand, it would not be sufficient to impulsively
choose amongst them whatever seems good.

In fact, these instructional functions are only meaningful when they
form a whole. This whole is called complete instructional treatment of a the
matic unit.

In traditional schooling, the dominant pattern of teaching was based on
the singular, isolated lesson as the unit of instruction. A typical lesson was
begun with teacher questions aimed at controlling the acquisition and memo
rization of the contents the previous lesson. Next, the teacher would present a
carefully measured portion of new knowledge. At the end, there would be
exercises based on the new knowledge. This simple pattern was repeated time
and again.

According to the view of learning adopted in this book, the purpose of
complete instructional treatment is to ensure the completion of a cycle of
investigative learning in eachthematic unit (see Chapter2, diagrams 7 and 8).
Instructional functions areteachers' means for evokingandachieving stepsin
the cycle of investigative learning. Diagram 21 illustrates the correspondence
between instructional functions and learning steps.

In real instructional practice, there is never a full correspondence
between what the teacher aims at and what actually happens in students'
learning. There is always a degree of indeterminacy and mismatch between
teaching and learning. The teacher may aim at systematizing knowledge
already taught - but the students may step forward and turn the situation into
critiqueof the contents. Or the teacher may want to engagethe students into
applying the new orientation basis in novel tasks - but the students are not
ready and they step back to re-orientate themselves, to reconstruct the orien
tation basis once again.

The instructor should plan and carry through the teaching of a thematic
unit so that instructional functions are used in a flexible and versatileway, to
achieve a complete investigative learning cycle.There is no universallycorrect
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Diagram21:Instructionalfunctionsandcorrespondinglearningsteps

InstructionalfunctionsLearningsteps
(usedbytheteacher)(performedbythestudents)

•Preparing

•Motivating•Motivation

•Orienting•Orientation

•Conveyingandelaboratingnewknowledge•Internalization

•Systematizing•Internalization

•Practising•Internalization/externalization

•Applying•Externalization

•Criticizing•Critique

•Evaluatingandcontrolling•Control

orderforortimedistributionbetweeninstructionalfunctions.Inathematic

unit,oneandthesameinstructionalfunctionmayberepeatedseveraltimes,
whileanotherfunctionmaybeleftaside.

Faultytreatmentleadstosuperficiallearning.Completeinstructional
treatmentisessentialifknowledgeistocomealiveandbeapplicable.

Completeinstructionaltreatmentmeansthatstudents,workingthrough
tasks,"givebirth"themselvestothecentralideasandconceptsofthethe
maticunit.Thesemustbeinstrumentsforsolvingrealproblems.

Itisimportantthattheexplanatorymodel,theorientationbasis,isused
foraccomplishingnewanddifferenttasks.Itisnotenoughthatconceptsare
shapedasmeansforsolvingstandardproblems.Onemustlearntousethem
toformulate,explainandsolvenewproblems.

Completeinstructionaltreatmentinpractice

HeinzGrasselandReginaBonnkecomparedhowschoolteacherswith
goodandschoolteacherswithpoorlearningoutcomesusedvariousinstruc
tionalfunctionsandtowhatextenttheyrealizedacompleteinstructional
treatment.Theynotedthefollowingdifferences:

Goodteachersusedonaveragefiveinstructionalfunctionsineachles
son;lesssuccessfulteachersusedthreeorfour.

Thebetterteachersusednoticeablymoretimetoorientatestudentsto
newsubjectmatter.Theygavethempreliminaryinformationwithwhichstu-
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